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Introduction
● Worms and other various insects are an essential part of the Truckee 

River ecosystem.
● Worms reside in moist dark settings to stay alive and decompose dead 

plant matter, this process in turn produces rich fertile soil for the 
native plant population to thrive.

● Worms must live in moist dark environments because they absorb 
oxygen through their skin. If a worm is not present in any of these 
conditions, the outer membrane of its body can dry up and damage the 
worms’ organ of intaking oxygen.



Hypothesis

What are we answering?
Research Question

If the moisture level of the soil is higher, then the density of 
worms and other various bugs will increase.

How is worm density and bug variety affected by soil 
moisture levels?



Materials and Methods
Materials:

● Moisture/water probe
● 500.5 cubic cm container
● Large container
● Shovel
● Mini pickaxe
● Documenting Equipment

Methods:

● We located a systematically watered area of grass
● Measured the moisture levels, looking for: dry, moist, and wet 

areas
● We then used a multipurpose garden tool to remove patches of 

grass. We dug and measured loose soil in a 500.5 cm cubed 
container. 

● Then sifted through the soil and roots for worms and any other 
bug type into a large container

● Lastly, we returned all wildlife to where it was temporarily 
removed from along with all soil and lifted grass patches.







Results
With our expedition to the Truckee River in Reno Nevada, we found the 

amount of worms and insects increased with the amount of moisture. The “Wetter” 
the soil, the more worms and insects we found and recorded. We believe this is so 
because only the wet and moist areas of soil were habitable for anything, the dry 
areas were not sufficient enough in hosting any life other than ants.





An exponential graph fits 
better than a linear graph 
giving the impression that 
the number of worms 
increases exponentially as 
the moisture level 
increases.



A two tailed P value of 
0.00192 is well below 
.05 meaning there is a 
very low chance that the 
difference in the number 
of worms between wet 
and dry occurred by 
chance. This makes the 
difference between the 2 
sample groups 
statistically significant.

Interval does not include 
zero so we are 95% 
confident that the two 
samples, wet and dry, do 
not have the same density 
of worms.





A two tailed P value of 
0.0073 is well below 
.05 meaning there is a 
very low chance that 
there is, by chance, a 
definite difference in 
the variety of bugs 
between the dry and 
wet soil types. This 
makes the difference 
between the 2 sample 
groups statistically 
significant.

Interval does not include 
zero so we are 95% 
confident that the two 
samples, wet and dry, do 
not have the same variety 
of bug life.



Discussion

Our hypothesis that worms and other bugs will increase in density and variety 
as the soil becomes more wet was proven correct. Compared to dry or moist soil, the 

bugs seem to prefer soil with a higher moisture level.



Limitations 

● Only a small amount of time allotted meant that too few samples could 
be taken

●  Samples of soil under grass could only be taken from one lawn
● The grass area where it was conducted was taken care of by humans 

(you can't find grass in Nevada that isn’t)
● We may have missed some worms when going through the grass roots
● We could not count the exact numbers of ants or maggots do to their 

mass amounts
● This is was only done with the bug varieties native to the area and does 

not speak for any other areas with other types of organisms.


